Introduction
• Amount of data generated in biological experiments continues to grow exponentially
• Shortage of proper approaches or tools for analyzing this data has created a gap between raw data and knowledge
• Lack of a structured documentation of knowledge leaves much of the data extracted from these raw data unused
• Differences in the technical languages used (synonymy and polysemy) have complicated the analysis and interpretation of the data • Capture the knowledge of the CC process especially the dynamic aspects of the terms and their interrelations, and to promote sharing, reuse and enable better computational integration with existing resources • Maintainability issues in GO.
• GO and the RO: core ontologies in CCO • All the processes from GO under the cell-cycle (GO:0007049) term were taken into account, while RO was completely imported.
• 304 terms adopted from GO • 15 relationships from RO.
• The CCO is updated daily and checked using data from GO.
Motivating scenarios
• Molecular biologist: interacting components, events, roles that each component play. Hypothesis evaluation.
• Bioinformatician: data integration, annotation, modeling and simulation.
• General audience: educational purposes. 
